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8 August 2016    

Dear Colleague 

 

Consultation with the Scottish Police Federation - Information 

 

I refer to the above and the phenomenal meeting demand generated by the Police Service 

of Scotland (PSoS). 

 

Whilst it is undoubtedly welcome that the PSoS is desirous of increasing its engagement 

with the SPF, we must be careful to ensure this does not result in any perception that this 

simply enables the service to “tick a consultation box.” We must also be alert to the dangers 

of service representatives seeking to cite casual conversations with any official as 

“consultation.” 

 

Consultation is more than telling and must be and allow a sufficiency of time for meaningful 

engagement and consideration of responses. 

 

I appreciate that with so many separate strands of work being pursued at this time that it is 

exceptionally challenging to keep track of it all. That being said completion of central 

meeting register forms makes the likelihood of missing something significant, less likely. 

 

I would also encourage the submitting of a written record (where points or submissions 

have been made or made by others and commented upon by the SPF) to the Chair of any 

meeting as soon after the meeting as possible. This will avoid the potential for 

misinterpretation of the positons presented / adopted or opposed.  

 

I cannot stress enough how important continual dialogue in your own areas with your 

fellow officials (including the additional members of the Joint Central Committee) is. It is of 

course equally important that you maintain active dialogue with your ACC, through which 

ALL local decisions are ultimately directed. 

 

Finally I would ask you to remain alert to issues that are likely to have national 

considerations. This is particularly important where a local commander may be leading on a 

national project or in any issue in your area which is likely to result in the need for specialist 

resources or resources from other areas. In such circumstances the project lead or those 

seeking engagement MUST ALWAYS be directed to Woodside Place in the first instance.  

 

In conclusion I appreciate this is a time of unprecedented demand and that you continue to 

go above and beyond your day job to meet this. 

 

 



I am personally grateful for your efforts and support and would like to thank you for your 

unwavering commitment. 

 

Keep up the good work! 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 
 

Calum Steele 

General Secretary 
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Ref: CS/LS                     8 August 2016  

 

Dear Sir / Madam 

 

Strategic Police Priorities 

 

I refer to the above consultation and thank you for inviting the Scottish Police 

Federation (SPF) to respond.  

 

The SPF has no specific comment on the generalities of the first four priorities laid out 

in the consultation. We are however concerned at the wording; 

 

Ensure the police service works to prevent crime and reduce fear of crime 

through partnership, communication, education, and innovation, placing 

particular focus on the need to address inequalities within and between 

communities {emphasis added} 

 

Whilst the consultation document explains inequalities as relating to the experiences 

of communities in their dealings with the police, the SPF is concerned that once 

published, the accompanying narrative will be lost. This risks creating a perception the 

police provide the recognised minority and protected groups with a lesser service and 

this would be highly regrettable. 

 

Turning now to the last two priorities. The SPF believes that the police, like all public 

services, should act with fairness, integrity and respect. We also believe transparency 

and accountability are key pillars of legitimacy and acceptability. That being said the 

SPF believes utilising these five elements as the basis upon which confidence is 

inferred is inherently dangerous and effectively directs that confidence is derived from 

a narrow spectrum.  

 

We consider that public confidence in policing is about more than the manner in which 

the police service operates. Specifically confidence is delivered by having an effective 

police service. Effectiveness is primarily a product of capability and capacity and at this 

time the effectiveness of the police service is being significantly undermined by a lack 
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of funding. We consider that if the strategic priority is to truly set the standard for 

public confidence, the issues of capability and capacity must be included. 

 

This is also relevant for the not unreasonable expectation for the police service to 

respond to emerging threats and challenges. That being said, no matter what way the 

Government chooses to dress it up, the dire capital funding settlement for the police 

service means that the service struggles to deal with existing threats and challenges, 

let alone be in a position to adequately respond to new ones. 

 

The background to this priority states “… we expect our police service to be resilient, 

flexible, responsive and efficient.” The SPF considers these priorities to be laudable. 

However we consider that laudable priorities will only ever be that, unless there is a 

commitment to actually making them happen. Simply creating a priority without 

delivering the means to implement is an abrogation of responsibility. 

 

It is important to note that the police service requires to continually adapt and 

innovate in order to attempt to keep up with the online criminals who are often streets 

ahead with their technology and security measures. 

 

At this time, the Police Service of Scotland (PSoS) is fighting 21st century crime with 

technology developed in the 1990’s. The capital settlement is simply woefully 

inadequate to allow the police to innovate to enable the PSoS to ‘be resilient, flexible, 

responsive and efficient.’ The trickle of money for IT makes it inevitable the service will 

only be able to afford to invest in yesterday’s technology for delivery tomorrow. 

 

There is an inherent risk in assuming on-line capabilities primarily relate to serious and 

organised crime. Whilst it is undoubtedly true these types of crime are increasingly 

moving into the on-line arena, more day to day criminal investigation and general 

police work is dependent on modern and efficient IT. Whether searching for missing 

people, searching for stolen property or simply tracking offenders amongst a myriad 

of other things, the PSoS IT is going backwards whilst the rest of the world races 

ahead. Simply setting a laudable priority without the capital means to match will not 

address this chasm in capability.  

 

Additionally the PSoS is operating in a crumbling estate that needs millions of pounds 

of investment to simply get it into a safe condition (including compliance with asbestos 

regulations). We have maintenance expectations that simply cannot be met and as a 

consequence parts of essential estate (including police cells) are rendered unusable. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 
 

CALUM STEELE 

General Secretary 

 

 

 
Please reply to: Scottish Police Federation, Headquarters, 5 Woodside Place, Glasgow, G3 7QF 
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